
 

Terrain Composer Unity Torrent

by the end of this post we will have a complete, self-contained, unity 4.x project for
terrain compositing. it’s a simple yet powerful engine and has the ability to render a

variety of terrains and generate terrain shaders directly in the scene. unity 4.x and c#
5.0 are prerequisites. a unity 4.x installation is very simple and can be downloaded from
the unity website. c# 5.0 can be downloaded from this roslyn wiki page. by default, this
project contains the c# 5.0 compiler. if you’re new to unity or unity development, start

with a new unity project. for this project, we’ll use the “starter template” to quickly
create a project with a basic game component. start with the unity window and choose

file > create > new project. in the new project dialog box, choose the “create a 2d
game” template and click ok. when the project template window opens, choose a

location for the project and name the project terrain composer unity. next, click on the
“unity” tab in the top left corner and make sure “script” is checked. this allows the

project to contain c# scripts. finally, check “player”, “2d”, and “iphone / ipad”. these
are the default settings for this project template, which we won’t need. with the project
window open, click on the assets > import package > package manager in the top left

corner. this will open a tab with the projectpacker, a unity plugin that allows us to
quickly create packages of scripts, materials, and more. in the package manager
window, choose the “player” tab and click on the "import package" button. in the

import package window, choose the “terrain composer unity” package and click ok. the
package manager window should now say “terrain composer unity - terrain composer
unity (copy)” in the pane on the right. next, click on the “script” tab and click on the

"import package" button.
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